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The Science of Politics and The Po/Itics -of Science
G.

THEODORE MITAU*

The contemporary radicalization of American politics
may well be viewed by many commentators as one of
the most dangerous developments of recent years. Swept
away are the easy and comforting assurances that the
politics of consensus is tied to the operation of democratic pluralism; that the concepts of the welfare state
could elicit loyalty and effective support from its intended
beneficiaries; that nearly 90 months of economic expansion could guarantee political tranquility and optimism;
that the two-party system could provide best for the
necessary balance between elasticity and stability, order
and change.
Instead of the DeTocquevillian tyranny of the majority,
we now seem to be confronted with what James Res ton
calls the "tyranny of the minorities." The new Jacobins
-uncompromising young activists of the new left-assail
traditional middle class standards of optimism, upward
mobility, property; sex, patriotism, politics, education,
ethics, and religion; extremists on the right rationalize
their irreconcilability to racial justice and social progress
with attacks on the Supreme Court, civil rights acts, and
college professors; black separatists and nationalists challenge not only the presupposition of an integrated society,
but asssail the very foundations and fairness of nearly
an of Whitey's laws and institutions.
Political assassinations, violence in the streets, and
major disruptions on the campuses have helped to shake
this nation's sense of self-confidence and mission. Traditional politics at home, no less than conventional forms
of war in Vietnam, and customary diplomatic processes
in the Middle East all have registered such remarkable
policy failures that their consequences for the orderly
management of future conflicts are far from encouraging.
Against such a background of general instability and
revolutionary tension, the quest for more meaningful and
reliable political knowledge becomes ever more pressing.
At issue may well be the very survival of Western democratic institutions and processes. Whether a better science of politics-a methodologically more mature political
science-could have provided the insights and knowledge
for a much more effective citizenship and statesmanship
is difficult to assess.
This does, further, raise a legitimate concern as to
whether the remarkably slow methodological development of our discipline may not have failed at critical moments in the past to furnish sufficiently sound scientific
inputs and expertise to policy makers and administrators.

* Dr. Theodore Mitau, who was designated Chancellor
of the Minnesota State College system in March, 1968, was
formerly Chairman of the Political Science department and
James Wallace Professor of Political Science at Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn.
The accompanying article is the text of his address to the
1968 Fall Meeting of the Minnesota Academy of Science at
Bemidji State College on September 28, 1968.
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A Young Profession

Admittedly, American political science represents a
relatively young profession. While certain graduate
courses in government, constitutional law, and political
philosophy were taught during the last quarter of the
19th century at a few universities, it was not until 1903
that the American Political Science Association came
formally into being with 45 members. The American
Political Science Review first appeared in 1906, and by
1913 membership in the Association had risen to more
than 1,400; but it took 25 years after that to reach 2,000.
Following World War II, by way of contrast, the influx
of political scientists became much more rapid. Between
1946 and 1968, more than 11,000 new members were
added; and in the 1970's membership in the Association
is expected to exceed 20,000, representing a faster
growth rate than any of the other social sciences.
Until relatively recently, however, the discipline lived,
in a methodologic or curricular sense, largely under the
influence of history, law and philosophy. Although competently systematic and analytic, Pre-World War II political science was essentially pre-scientific and non-empirical in its orientation and output.
Most of the courses, texts, and professors emphasized
the descriptive and the normative books by such widely
known scholars as Beard, William Y. Elliott, E. S. Corwin, Luther Gulick, and Ogg. Government and politics
were viewed primarily as institutions and processes that
required analysis in terms of historical background, formal structure, postulated rules or assigned function.
Courses in political science were designed to assist the
training for democratic citizenship and to point up the
superiority of the democratic model. To further enhance
political understanding and value preference, the curriculum afforded special prominence to the writings of the
"greats"; Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, St. Thomas, Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Montesquieu, Jefferson,
Madison, Calhoun; and of the politically "not so greats":
Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Hitler.
As to research, most of the doctoral dissertations and
many of the professional studies were both library-based
and case-oriented. Even the few field studies which were
carried out in the 1930's and 1940's often lacked the
conceptual sophistication or methodological design to
produce findings that could be either compared, verified,
or replicated scientifically.
Traditional political science did not yield lightly its
hold on the profession. The battle with the modern behavioralists proved bitter and divisive for nearly a decade, although the eventual outcome was never much in
doubt. By that point, even a cursory glance at the A merican Political Science Review, under the editorship of
Professor Austin Ranney ( 1965) reveals something of
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the momentum with which the new science of politics
has come into methodological dominance.
Many factors had contributed to the triumph of behavioralism: there were the methodological advances in
the sister social sciences; in probability theory, in computer technology, in the philosophy of science; thousands
of newly trained political scientists had joined the ranks
of the profession during the post-war explosion in college and university enrollments. To many of them the
methodological apparatus of the discipline seemed no
longer adequate to respond to the scientific demands
facing the profession. There seemed to be a need for a
new paradigm.
The Behavioral 'f oundation

Among the leading scholars in behavioral political
science were men like Robert A. Dahl, David Easton,
Heinz Eulau, Charles S. Hyneman, Harold D. Lasswell,
Morton Kaplan, and Karl Deutsch. While none of them
would uniformly subscribe to a common creed, a profile
of the philosophical assumptions and methodological objectives of contemporary political behavioralism seems
to be possible. Professor David Easton offers the following as "the foundation stones on which this movement
has been constructed."
REGULARITIES: There are discoverable uniformities in political behavior. These can be expressed in
generalization or theories with explanatory and predictive value.
VERIFICATION: The validity of such generalizations
must be testable, in principle, by reference to relevant behavior.
TECHNIQUES: Means for acquiring and interpreting
data cannot be taken for granted. They are problematic and need to be examined self-consciously, refined, and validated so that rigorous means can be
found for observing, recording, and analyzing behavior.
QUANTIFICATION: Precision in the recording of
data and the statement of findings requires measurement and quantification, not for their own sake,
but only where possible, relevant, and meaningful
in the light of other objectives.
VALUES : Ethical evaluation and empirical explanation involve two different kinds of propositions that,
for the sake of clarity, should be kept analytically
distinct. However, a student of political behavior is
not prohibited from asserting propositions of either
kind separately or in combination as long as he
does not mistake one for the other.
SYSTEMATIZATION: Research ought to be systematic; that is to say, theory and research are to
be seen as closely intertwined parts of a coherent
and orderly body of knowledge, research untutored
by theory may prove trivial, and theory unsupported
by data, futile.
PURE SCIENCE: The application of knowledge is
as much a part of the scientific enterprise as is the-
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oretical understanding. But the understanding and
explanation of political behavior locally precede
and provide the basis for efforts to utilize political
knowledge in the solution of urgent practical problems of society.
INTEGRATION: Because the social sciences deal
with the whole human situation, political research
can ignore the findings of other disciplines only at
the peril of weakening the validity and undermining the generality of its own results. Recognition of
this interrelationship will help to bring political science back to its status of earlier centuries and return it to the manifold of the social sciences, as
Charlesworth has observed.

Thus the new political science emphasizes political
actors and actions in place of describing political institutions and forms; it insists on more precise observations, it employs the tools of mathematics in the design
of models and theorems, it seeks new linguistic concepts
and categories that could reduce the limiting effects of
the biases of political culture or system. Like all science,
it must attempt to explain observed phenomena, organize empirical data into interrelated generalizations and
theories, and remain as free as possible from moral valuations.
Critics of behavioralism from within the profession
have attacked both the goals and the methods of the new
paradigm. They charge that political science can never
be scientific in that the data with which it must work
preclude experimentation, careful measurement, or control of variables. Human contingencies defy quantification as do the truly significant problems of social organization and pathology with which political inquiry must
deal.
"It requires more than behaviorally derived
statements to 'understand' politics," contends
Professor Sibley.

"And to answer questions posed by the problem of consciously and deliberately ordering
human affairs, one must necessarily resort to
'dialectic,' as many classical thinkers would
have put it; to overall judgments about possible historical tendencies ( admittedly a shaky
venture at best and one which can never be
scientific) ; and to the kind of reasoning characteristic of the judge and the lawyer. We have
become so enamored of the term 'science' in its narrower connotations - that we have
tended to be imprisoned by it. We have often
forgotten that there are other methods of understanding than those of science and that, indeed, in the making of policy, ,these modes are
just as important as the technique and substance of science," Charlesworth adds.
Critics outside of the profession often bitterly resent
the prying and probing activities of the research scholar
-they resent society's undressing in public and the possibility of a premature demise of cherished beliefs.
6J'

As to the impact of behavioralism upon the discipline,
on the other hand, there can be little doubt. In response
to the query, "Who have made the most significant contributions to the discipline since 1945," a random sample
of the American political science profession as of 1963
showed that seven of the ten scholars prominently mentioned were behavioralists, according to Somit and Tanenhaus.
Caucus for a New Science

This, of course, is not to say that non-behaviorally
trained or research-inclined political scientists will not
continue to insist that they too will have important contributions to make to the discipline. It might also be
mentioned that a "Caucus for a New Political Science"
formed in 1967, which comprises members of the profession who want political science as a profession to
"concern itself with contemporary and controversial political issues and who demand that the profession takes
an explicit partisan stand on such issues as Vietnam and
racism. This group is frank to state their dissatisfaction
with the ASPA and its journal, with the antiseptic attitude which they believe that the profession takes a vis
a vis major concern for macro policy. A program arranged by the caucus for this year's annual meeting of
the Association reflects some of their major concerns:
"American Democracy in Crisis," "Do the 1968 Elections Offer Meaningful Choices?", "The Draft and the
Rights of Conscripted Citizen," "The Adequacy of America's Dominant Liberal Ideology," "Race, Power, and
Money."
By way of contrast, panel topics and papers presented at the regular 1968 meetings of the Association
included some of the following: The Meanings of Black
Power: An Empirical Assessment; Social Indicators: Local Community Responses of National Programs; Administrative Federalism: An Ecological Model; Civic
Perception-Expectations Differential and Legislative Support; Computer Models of the Department of Defense
Budgeting Process; Empirical Political Theory and Personal Identity; Representational Roles of Congressmen An Expository Development of a Mathematical Model
of Policy Formation; Metro, a Prototype Laboratory
Community: the Coexistent Universes of Comparative
Administration; The Soviet Political Elite; The Role of
Psychoanalytics Biography in Political Science; A Theoretical Approach to Political Stability; Problems of
Structuring and Measuring Spatial Changes in the Modernization Process: Tanzania, 1920-1963. A Computer
Simulation of Supreme Court Voting in Civil Liberty
and Economic Cases during the 1964 and 1965 Terms.
International Systems: Stability and Polarity; Political
Representation: An Analytic Model, Linear and Nonlineal Models in the Analysis of Judicial Decisions, Voting Behavior Aggregate Policy Target, Political Development of the Global System Since 1815, Some Problems of Measurement.
The "behavioral persuasion," as Eulau calls it and as
these topics make clear, is not only here to stay, but
also promises the discipline significant and suggestive
innovations in research strategies and concept formation.
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Studies by such scholars as Karl Deutsch, Hayward R.
Alker, William Riker, and J. David Singer demonstrated
the employment of statistical tools and computer utilization in building mathematical models, delineating voting blocs, analyzing roll calls, and in discerning the
quantitative imperatives of political coalitions. Morton
Kaplan, Herbert J. Spiro and David Easton work with
systems theories to examine factors of political stability,
dynamics, and efficiency. Game theory and simulation
programs which attempt to model the decision-making
process in politics under laboratory conditions represent
another experimental approach and finds its reflection
in the studies by Harold Guetzkow, T. C. Schelling, and
Martin Shubik.
New Scientific Vocabulary

Modern political science no longer speaks of states
and sovereignties, but of systems and of the "authoritative allocation of values in society." In place of classes
and rulers, we now speak of elites and actors. Our new
vocabulary now includes inputs, outputs, feedbacks, plug
ins, strategems, moves, players - two person zero games,
matrix of strategies, cooperative and non-cooperative solutions, cohesion indices, recruitment and socialization
and compliance. As a discipline we have gone a considerable distance beyond the hortative descriptions and
dialogues of a Plato and Aristotle and from long standing preoccupations for the search of definitions for such
ideologically charged concepts as democracy, aristocracy,
tyranny, socialism, welfarism, liberalism, and conservatism. Whatever contributions such studies may have
made for a better understanding of a particular system
of thought, climate of opinion, or institutional arrangement, such investigations are no longer satisfying to
much of contemporary political science. These inquiries
may still yield provocative queries, insights, or even
political wisdom, but few of our young scholars see in
them profitable designs for building models or for developing testable theories. Modern political scientists
thus wish to join their colleagues in sociology, psychology, economics, or anthropology as team workers in a
behavioral science which can transcend national boundaries, cultural differences or ideological party lines.
A growing number of our scholars will wish to see
this new science of politics serve government policy makers. In the words of a committee of the National Research Council, which is an operating agency of the National Academy of Science.
"The decisions and actions taken by the President, the Congress and the executive departments and agencies must be based on valid social and economic information and involve a
high degree of judgment about human behavior
. . . the knowledge and methods of the behavioral sciences should be applied as effectively
as possible."
It is contended that these new behavioral sciences constitute an important source of information, analysis and
explanation about group and individual behavior and
are thus an increasingly relevant instrument of modern
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government. (Actually, the Federal Office of Science and
Technology has only recently included a behavioral scientist, Dr. Herbert A. Simon of Carnegie-Mellon University, a pioneer in the use of computer programs for
studying theories of human behavior. An adv,isory committee on government programs in the behavioral sciences was only established in 1965 with Dr. Donald R.
Young of Rockefeller University as chairman.)
There are, of course, other important links of the profession with Federal research. The Political Science Association, for example, signed a contract with the National Science Foundation in 1967 to complete a political science section of the National Register of Scientific
and Technical Personnel, and more than 7,000 completed questionnaires have been returned and coded
and sent to the National Register Records Center. Within the National Research Councils is a Division of Behavioral Sciences where we are represented by Professor
Eulau of Stanford.
There are, of course, the other governmental service
programs in which the Profession participates such as :
State and Local Government Internship Program, the
Congressional Staff Fellowship Program, and the State
Legislative Service Project. As individuals and as a profession, political scientists have long indicated their interest of serving the public as consultants, as administrators, as researchers, and not infrequently as elected officials. The ranks of our profession includes a not inconsiderable number of frustrated politicians, and even
some politicians who may yet be frustrated.
For Critical Decision-Making
In the months and years ahead, political science will
have to play an even greater role in national, state and
local decision-making because so much of our understanding about violence, demands for revolutionary
changes and inter-group conflict is predicated upon unexamined social myths and the kind of conventional wisdom that has often been unconditionally and uncritically accepted. Increasingly, federal, state and local
agencies will have to have basic social, economic, psychological data of the type gathered by scholars using
investigative methods which stress scientific accuracy
and the need to develop testable theories.
This growing interdependence between government
and the social sciences poses, of course, complicated
problems - difficulties, many of them too well known
already to the community of the natural and physical
sciences. Aside from such obvious concerns as research
partisanship and non-partisanship, organizational problems in coordinating research goals and management,
diffusion of research funds across the academic spectrum, the setting of research priorities, and the role of
the scientist in actual decision-making, additionally, there
is always the peculiar problem of communications between policy makers and scholars.
As Professor W. Howard Wriggins of Columbia University recently pointed out:
"Communications between policy makers and
scholars is impeded in part because of contrasting values and differing conditions for sue-
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cess in their respective professional environments. They allocate their energies differently;
they are pressed to adopt markedly different
working styles which stress different skills and
approaches.
"Scholars emphasize the need to be clear on
the source of ideas; they push toward originality and often exaggerate differences in the
name of clarity. Policy makers, _by contrast,
stress anonymity, feasibility over originality,
and they play down differences where possible
in order to tolerate working relations in a bureaucratic ally if needed in the future."
As more political scientists and political science expertise are drawn to governmental consultantships and
agency staffs, among most pressing of problems are
obviously those centering around the ethical dimensions
involving the balancing of private interests with public
interests, the interests of scholarship and those of government. Disclosures of the operations of the CJ.A. and
its conduit foundations, along with certain other developments, persuaded the American Political Science Association to appoint on April 20, 1967, a Committee on
Professional Standards and Responsibilities under the
chairmanship of Professor Bernstein of Princeton to consider and report on the "problems of professional standards, responsibilities and conduct."
In its report to the Association, the committee recommended 21 rules as expressions of principle dealing
with ethical issues that political scientists face as teachers,
researchers, political activists, and officials and employees
of the Association. An ethics committee was established
with three main functions: First, it would give advisory
opinions on hypothetical cases in the hope of developing
a common law of ethical practices; second, it would provide a mechanism of appeal through which individuals
charged with unethical conduct could clear themselves;
and third, it would investigate charges of unethical conduct against officers and employees of the Association.
It cannot be the purpose of this discussion to examine
particular rules of this generally quite sound statement of
professional ethics, which is suggested as a guide for the
practitioners of the science of politics in their relationships with the politics of science in and about government.
Points of Em,p hasis
A few elements of this report should, however, be
brought to your attention and to the attention of the
public in general.

Public research funds granted to universities and colleges
must not restrain the freedom of the social science
investigator or compromise his application of methods
of sciences, his personal integrity or his spirit of freedom.
There may be certain types of government-sponsored
social science research that should not be given to
colleges and universities, since their security requirements might tend to compromise the academic char69

acter of the institution; such studies should be undertaken by the government's own professional research
staffs.
A significant share of government research funds will
have to be used for the advancement of theoretic
social science in general rather than meet the more
pressing needs of policy requirements; overemphasis
on the applied aspects of social sciences will work to
the detriment of the discipline as we1l as to the detriment of the policy makers.
The overriding consideration in the relationship between
government and the social scientist and the recipient
of social science stipends must be the scholar's freedom and the integrity of his research. Only in this
way can the interest of the public and the interest of
scientific progress be more effectively served.
There is very little, I am certain, in any of these suggestions with which our colleagues in the natural and
physical sciences would tend to quarrel, or with which
they have not had similarly vexing concerns. If there had
been any doubt about the overriding common ties and
identities in the scientific community in general, these

----••----

New Officers and Directors
The following are newly-elected officers and directors
of the Minnesota Academy of Science:
President-elect: Curtis Motchenbacher, senior principal
research scientist of Honeywell, Inc.
Secretary-Treasurer: Eugene Gennaro, associate professor of science education, University of Minnesota.
Directors: John C. Coulter, assistant professor of
science education, St. Cloud State College.
Roy Anderson, principal scientist at General Mills, Inc.
Their election was announced at the Academy's annual
meeting May 2 at Duluth.
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could well be put to rest as far as the relationship between Government and Science is concerned. This is
made quite clear in the writings of Vannevar Bush, Don
K. Price, Jerome Wiesner, Philip H. Abelson, the editor
of Science, James R. Killian, Bentley Glass, Carl F.
Stover, James B. Conant, and others in the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists, in Scientific Journals, American
Political Science Review and in the pages of the Public
Administration Review.
The search for a better use of science and technology
will go on in a nation and world that needs much to
know about war and international order, domestic stability and change, urban growth, and campus peace.
More funds will be needed for the social and behavioral
sciences, and most of all we must have more imaginative
scholars and researchers who seek out new methods and
test new hypotheses. In order to strengthen this kind of
imagination, we will need to emphasize the broadest possible education, the liberal arts and more particularly
the humanities. It cannot be forgotten that all of science in its approach and pursuit is a means and not an
end in itself. As never before, we shall need well educated men and women who are sensitive and compassionate, who are imbued with respect for human diversity
and the sanctity of human life, who are concerned with
the demands for social justice and orderly change, who
respect the rights of others as they respect themselves.
Most of all, we shall need to survive as a nation of free
men, for without freedom, science - the science of politics or the science of physics or any other science - will
fail to serve a most important end . . . the moral elevation of all of humanity.
Abstracts, APSA
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